Ultimate Tool for
MLM Business

About PRO MLM Software
ProMLM Software is a tool that is web based with a fair number of helpful
resources and features at your reach. You can use it to create different structures
such as Binary, Unilevel matrix, MxN forced matrix, Linear matrix, Cyclic matrix,
Australian matrix, party plan and Staircase break away. It is enriched with
innovative compensation plans which supports multiple level markets.
Get your business online with mobile ready features and powered by word
press. You can create online shop and do online payment as well.
It is multifaceted business tool, packed with all the features you need to keep
your business well organized for success.

Why PRO MLM Software
PRO MLM is completely Automated Web-Based Solution for MLM Business
and will help you to start your business in the right direction and excel as Market
Leader.In Pro MLM Software, we use the Wordpress CMS to power your
24 x 5 – Phone Support, Email/Live Chat Support.
ProMLM Software supports 120+ Payments gateways include Paypal, Payza,
Solid Trust Pay, Okay Pay, Payeer, Perfect Money, Web Money, Bankwire, Skrill
(Money Bookers), Bitcoin & Neteller.

Features of PRO MLM Software

Plan subscription

Unlimited Reports

Newsletter and campaign

Plan Membership

Database Management

Custom Desgin

Compensation Plans
Binary Matrix
Genealogy tree where each node can have
two children and each children can have 2
grand children and goes on. You can set the
depth of the tree or have infinite depth. It is
the most commonly used genealogy type.

Forced Matrix
Forced Matrix genealogy tree can be
configured to have custom width and custom
height. This type can be used when you need
to taylor the matrix to your needs.

Unilevel Matrix
Unilevel matrix has only a single level depth. A
node can have many children. You can refer as
many users you want and they are added
under you in the tree.

Linear Matrix
Linear matrix node can have only one child
and that child can have only one grand child
and so on. The width of the tree is always one.

X-up Matrix
The nth child in the tree is promoted up x level.
This matrix can provide certain users advantage as they join.

Cycle Matrix

Cycle 1

Certain n width and m height forms a cycle.
Once a cycle gets filled up the next cycle is
started. You can set up cycle commission once
a cycle is completed or level commission.

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Innovative Business Ideas
In the competitive e-commerce arena, to succeed in business you need to
have a good compensation plan. ProMLM supports multiple network
models,so you can setup your owncompensation plan based on your market
demands
Wallet System
ProMLM supports the industry standard
wallet system. Cash Wallet & E-Wallet
helps you to plan your rewards.

Bonus
Administrator can set up any type of
Bonus from simple Cash Bonus to Complex Car Bonus from admin back office

Point System
ProMLM Supports, PV (Purchase Volume)
& GPV ( Group Purchase Volume). These
points are the base line for reward
system.

Ranks
Ranks are the perfect way to recognize
the performance. Ranks motivate the
user. Admin can setup dynamic rank
based on the business need.

Special Features
PRO MLM Sales Funnel
In Pro MLM we have created exclusive sales
funnel that works as follows

Landing Page

Lead Capture

Forms Campaigns

Makes the landing page for the product
Capture the leads, form capgains and groups
Create newsletters and sent through autoresponders
Filter the leads
Monitor the analytics
Testing

Auto Responders

Analytics

A/B Testing

E Commerce Integrations
E-Commerce becomes a critical part of multi level marketing
business for online purchase. Pro MLM Software is supportive
of integrating two of the world’s most widely used E-commerce platforms, Opencart, and Magento to facilitate online
transaction like product purchase, repurchase, registration,
product order, product delivery and more. We offer our
customers best solutions for the problems encountered in day
to day online business. Our experienced team have developed
a user-friendly website that run the E- Commerce integration
system.

Group Messages
With the help of group message feature, users can
send group messages to paid, active, downlines and
passive users. The compose messages shows the listed
users to send the messages and the users can easily
view the incoming and sent messages stored in inbox
and sent messages respectively

Compensation Plan Manager
Compensation Plan Manager offers businesses various
mlm compensation plans that suits their business strategy and goal. Compensation plan manager consists many
types of mlm compensation plans namely Binary mlm
plan ,Unilevel mlm plan, Forced Matrix mlm plan and
more, Based on the mlm plan choosen by the registered
users, they get some offers like direct commissions,
bonus, referrals commissions, PV commissions, ranks and
more. With our mlm compensation plan, you can choose
multiple matrix compensations plans and the plan which
suits your needs and requirements

@
SMS Blast
Pro MLM offers special feature called SMS blast by
which the admin can send SMS to any number of users
at same time . In this features, admin have the rights to
maintain the sms gateway API and sms notification.

SMS

Contact us
www.promlmsoftware.com
www.twitter/promlmsoftware
www.facebook.com/promlmsoftware

